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Abstract

Results

Measurement Framework and 3 Point Absorbers

A new and accurate wave energy calculation formula is
urgently needed by developers, producers, funders,
investors and purchasers of wave energy devices.
The linear wave based equations e.g. P =.5(H^2)*T yielding
kW/Linear-meter of wave front1 need to be further
developed to be of use to the emerging wave energy
industry.

Framework

Actual measurements of WEC energy capture will result in
verifiable energy capture efficiency percentages that can be
used for LCOE (Levelized Cost Of Electricity) comparisons.

PA1

Surgical tubing “springs”

PA2

PA3

A true LCOE for the 4 major renewable industries is provided
that uses kW/sq. m and kW/Linear-m (for wave systems).
A copy of the complete test data is available from mermaidpower.com.

Measurements of the vertical component of wave energy are
currently ongoing with the full size Neptune 3 WEC.
This data is available on request from mermaidpower.com.

Objectives

Calm water level

Wave Measurement Grid
.

The main objective is to stimulate and advance our
collective knowledge base in creating & providing
new wave energy calculation equation(s) to support
the needs of the emerging wave energy industry.

2. More empirical data gathering, particularly from full sized
WEC devices, is required to verify the above wave volume
approach to ascertaining wave energy per linear-meter.

Conclusions
1. The use of dampening by varying amperage load on
generators (direct drive systems) will enable optimizing
energy extraction efficiency as wave sizes change.

At ICOE2014 the Robertson paper2 explained the inaccuracy
and short comings of three different wave energy equations.

2. Once the classic linear wave theory equations are
stabilized to accurately predict the amount of energy in a
given set of average waves (H & T) (in kW/Linear-meter
wave front) a device specific efficiency factor can be
applied to determine the amount of energy that can be
extracted from given wave profiles.

Also the new equation(s) are needed3 to assist developers
and producers of wave energy systems to build the units to
the correct size for the available localized wave profile where
the units will be deployed.
From our industry’s point of view, an accurate value such as
kW/Linear Meter of wave front for various sized waves would
enable a true LCOE so that a comparison evaluation can be
reliably and verifiably made between solar, wind, tidal and
wave system for cost / benefit analysis.

1. Wave energy extraction efficiency increases as mass of
point absorber increases.

2. Measurements from Full Size Deployed WEC

3. Many more empirical experiments, similar to the one
reported here, need to be made to verify and improve on
this approach.
4. Finally, this approach allows for a true LCOE comparison
of solar, wind, tidal & wave energy systems as gross wave
energy available and the efficiency factor for particular
WEC systems can be verified, as it is for solar and wind.

Another objective is to open a dialogue with interested
parties that will result in a better understanding of how to
extract energy from water waves.

LCOE Example (based on estimated wave energy & efficiency values)
A copy of this LCOE excel spreadsheet is available at mermaidpower.com.

Methods
.

The methods described here are used to measure the
vertical and horizontal components of ocean wave energy to
provide empirical data to be used in creating new wave
energy equations.
1. Wave Tank Measurements - Apparatus Used
-- A small wave tank,
.

-- A wave maker plunger weighing 155 lbs with two drop
heights 31.5 inches and 15.75 inches,
-- Framework to constrain point absorbers to move only
vertically and to enable measurement of force moving the
point absorber (load, distance and time),
-- 3 point absorbers: PA1 - 24 inch diameter, 100 lbs; PA2 24 inch diameter, 20 lbs; PA3 – 16 inch diameter, 10 lbs,
-- Video recording device (30 frames per second)

Neptune 3 Deployed December 2015
.

Measurements to determine the vertical force pushing the point
absorber upwards from various sized average waves are
continuing to be made with a full sized WEC.
Method 1: Measurement of Spring movement
Springs with a known restorative force are attached to dampen
the point absorber. The movement of the springs along a
measure stick is recorded by a video camera. Simultaneously
the height and period of the waves are recorded by a second
video camera, and, as a backup, the height and period of the
waves are measured with a RBR wave sensor at 6 Hz.
Method 2: Measurement of Electricity Generated
The gross electricity produced by the system is correlated to
point absorber movement, wave height and wave period. This
force value is used as a check to compare to the force values
measured from the springs for similar wave profiles.

-- RBR virtuoso wave measurement device (6 Hertz)
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This LCOE compares the 4 renewable energy types to show
how much it costs for each system to produce 1 MWh of
electricity over 20 years when the initial installation cost is the
same for each energy type.
From This Example, to produce 1 MWh of electricity:
solar costs $72 to $121, wind $50, tidal $46 & wave $31.
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